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The IReserve Forces Act of 1955 has been placed on the statutes, anid
military manpower program of the nation has been settled for a
time p ossibly a long time. It seems unlikely that the Congress will open
up these touchy issues short of a gathering intemational storm. The prescould be with us a long time.
ent legisslation
rtheless, few commentators consider it good legislation. It was intended to provide for the building up of an adequate, trained reserve immediatelly available for service in emergency so that there would not again
be need for the sudden recall of veterans, as there was in 1950. At best the
new lawr goes only a short way in this direction. It does provide that those
who ent er reserve status (after enactment of the legislation) are subject to
positive penalties for failure to meet reserve obligations for training, thus
putting Esome teeth into reserve training requirements. It does provide that
a limitei d number (200,000 annually) who are released from active duty
after 1 y'ear
may enlist in the Ready Reserve and fulfill their military oblia a shorter time than the 6-year period generally applicable to most
gation ir
m en under the new law. It does permit young men prior to age 18%2
tyoung
to enlist in a reserve component and escape active service, although their
total oblligation is then up to age 28. Finally, it permits young men up to
18I2 ye2ars of age to enlist for a period of basic training (3 to 6 months
to be deetermined
by the Secretary of Defense) and then to serve in an
nrtive rd- serve program for 7% additional years.
several avenues are obviously established in the hope that some
f these choices may provide a channel of traffic into a burgeoning
force capable of meeting the demands of possible military crisis of
re. There is no single provision for what a civil defense crisis
quire. It is safe to say that the bill leaves something to be desired.
respect to specialized personnel, however, the bill registers certain
ins in national viewpoint on service obligation. It recognizes that
tary strength of the nation requires that a due proportion of the
civilian skills be released for civilian needs. This is manifest in the
a that "members of the Reserve Forces possessing critical civilian
11 not be retained in numbers beyond the requirements for those
:cept for persons who have military skills for which there is an
ng requirement" [Sec. 208 (k) (3)]. To insure the above, continuening procedures by the Department of Defense are made manthus the

ond provision affecting specialized personnel is Sec. 262 (b) (3).
tion adds new features as regards specialized personnel. If under
,rsons may elect to enlist in a reserve component, take 3 to 6 months
then join a reserve unit. If they then pursue training in a professkill recognized- -as critical, they may be screened out to the

Reserves under the provisions of Sec. 208.
young man inav elect to pursue his studies under the student-deferogram. If he then emerges as a specialist in a category considered
ossessed of critical civilian skills, he may be authorized to enlist in
E component, first taking his 3 to 6 months training. Thereafter he
,subject to screening to the Standby Reserve under Sec. 208.
iotable that, whereas in general throughout the legislation regulaprescribed either by the Secretary of Defense or the appropriate
of one of the armed forces, in Sec. 208 and Sec. 262 the act
Ily lodges this authority in the President.
Fusly, much of the significance of these provisions will depend on
ner and the spirit of their administration. It is, therefore, worthy
that the intent of the Congress, as indicated by the remarks of
smen in the various hearings on the bill, is unusually clear, even
the actual wording of the legislation seems not to depart so drasti)m the past. Indications are that the administration is prepared
v in the lead of Congress in this respect.-M. H. TRYTTEN, Office
tfic Personnel, National Academy of Sciences-National Research
, Washington, D.C.

